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Key macro themes for the rest of 2016  
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� China
– Cyclical stabilisation to continue
– Risks of leverage build-up persist
– Downside risks to growth in 2017 from deleveraging, but sources of support are strong

� Fed
– Market nervous about course of policy action, but Fed saddled with global concerns
– Market may be under-pricing pace of hikes
– But terminal rate pricing is arguably closer to fair
– Sensitivity of EM assets to US rates is declining

� Trump
– Increasingly uncertain US presidential election
– A Trump presidency can be negative for EM given protectionist rhetoric
– Could also lead to steeper curves if market thinks fiscal policy becomes looser



China: Cyclical stabilisation, long-term concerns, with structural defenses
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� Macro indicators in China have stabilised this year 

� Upside surprise to growth for 2016 is on the cards 

� But leverage has continued to increase at a strong 

pace

� Domestic-dominated and quasi-dominated nature of 

debt provide sources of support for any deleveraging 

process in China

Source: Amundi, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, as at September 2016



Fear of the Fed: contained by global data dependence
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� Fear of the Fed remains on market’s mind 

� But the Fed is increasingly constrained 

� By global data and financial market reactions

� As well as by domestic data losing steam

� In any case, EM assets are becoming less responsive 

to Hawkish US rate surprises

Source: Amundi, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, as at October 2016



Trump and the rise of protectionism
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� A Donald Trump victory increasingly unlikely

� But do not get too bearish on EM even if he wins

� Mexico and China-linked Asian countries will suffer

� But high yielders can benefit from delay in Fed hikes

Source: Amundi, CNN, Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, as at September 2016
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EM has had a stellar year so far, but there’s more left in the rally
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� Inflows likely to remain strong
– Global asset allocation is underweight EM – room for more structural inflows
– Yield desert in developed markets – EM is the oasis

� Fundamentals
– Growth has stabilised in EM. Differential vs. DM likely to widen
– External vulnerabilities declining rapidly in EM amid reserve buildup
– Current account balances at a multi-annual high in EM on average
– Flexible exchange rates as a new automatic stabiliser for fundamentals in event of external shocks

� Valuations
– Valuations in EM are far from stretched
– EM real yield differentials vs. DM are at multi-annual highs
– Sovereign spreads have room for further tightening



Inflows likely to be sustained 
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� Global asset allocation is underweight EM

� Negative Yielding Assets pushing flows away from DM

� Post-Brexit environment can be similar to Greek crisis period

Source: Amundi, JPMorgan, as at October 2016

Maturities GBI Broad EMU EUR Credit

1-3 33% 37% 55%

3-5 25% 25% 25%

5-7 18% 18% 14%

7-10 19% 17% 7%

10+ 5% 4% -

Total 28% 51% 53%



EM growth showing signs of stabilisation
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Forecast

� Growth in EM has been surprising to the upside for first time in 5 years

� The EM-DM output growth differential expected to start widening again

� No sign of negative knock-on effect on EM growth from Brexit

� But no surge in growth either amidst slowing China



Fundamentals looking healthier – lower external vulnerabilitiy
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� Current account balances on improving trend, despite negative shock to terms of trade

� Short-term external financing needs on declining path in EM



Source: Amundi, Bloomberg, JPMorgan as at May 2016

EM Fundamentals have a new source of resilience: Flexible exchange rates
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� The divergence between EM credit and EM currencies has been unprecedented since the oil price collapse

started in mid-2014

� EM Currencies have acted as the adjustment valve – increasing number of currencies in free float

� Currency sell-off has allowed for macro stabilisation

⇒ prevented exaggerated weakness in current account and fiscal balances

� Only GCC currencies have not adjusted in 2014/2015, making credit in the region more vulnerable



Valuations: Spreads still wide given improved fundamentals
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� Sovereign spreads have tightened, but remain 100bps wider than taper tantrum episode, despite reduced

vulnerabilities



Valuations: Inflation contained, higher real rates, room for more accommodation

14Source: Amundi, Thomson Reuters, IIF, IMF, Bloomberg, JPMorgan, as at October 2016

� Valuations in EM rates and credit remain attractive, 

despite the recent rally

� Real rates in EM are at multi-annual wides vs. DM –

significantly higher than during taper-tantrum episode



The lower volatility of EM currencies compared to G10: reflective of broader trends 

15Source: Amundi, Thomson Reuters, IIF, IMF, Bloomberg, JPMorgan, as at October 2016

� Volatility of EM currencies falling compared to G10

� EM currencies offer much better volatility-adjusted levels of yield compared to G10
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This material is solely for the attention of institutional, professional, qualified or sophisticated investors and distributors. It is not to be distributed to the general public, private customers or

retail investors in any jurisdiction whatsoever nor to “US Persons”. This document is not intended for citizens or residents of the United States of America or to any «U.S. Person» , as this term is

defined in SEC Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 and in the prospectus of the funds and sub-funds.

Moreover, any such investor should be, in the European Union, a “Professional” investor as defined in Directive 2004/39/EC dated 21 April 2004 on markets in financial instruments (“MIFID”) or

as the case may be in each local regulations and, as far as the offering in Switzerland is concerned, a “Qualified Investor” within the meaning of the provisions of the Swiss Collective Investment

Schemes Ordinance of 23 June 2006 (CISA), the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of 22 November 2006 (CISO) and the FINMA’s Circular 08/8 on Public Offering within the meaning

of the legislation on Collective Investment Schemes of 20 November 2008. In no event may this material be distributed in the European Union to non “Professional” investors as defined in the

MIFID or in each local regulation, or in Switzerland to investors who do not comply with the definition of “qualified investors” as defined in the applicable legislation and regulation.

Issued by Amundi Asset Management London Branch, which is authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority for the conduct of
investment business in the United Kingdom. Details about the extent of regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available on request.
This promotional document contains information about Amundi Funds Bond Global Emerging Blended (the “Sub-Fund”), a sub-fund of Amundi Funds (the “SICAV”). The SICAV is , an undertaking for
collective investment in transferable securities existing under Part I of the Luxembourg law of 17 December 2010, organised as a société d’investissement à capital variable and registered with the
Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under number B68.806. The SICAV has its registered office at 5, allée Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg. It is a recognised collective investment scheme under
section 264 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Amundi Funds has been authorised for public sale by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg.
Not all sub-funds of the SICAV (the "Sub-Funds") will necessarily be registered or authorized for sale in all jurisdictions or be available to all investors.
Subscriptions in the Sub-Funds will only be accepted on the basis of the Sub-Funds’ Key Information Investor Documents (“KIID”), the SICAV’s latest prospectus, its latest annual and semi-annual reports
and its articles of incorporation that may be obtained, free of charge, at the registered office of the SICAV or respectively at that of the representative agent duly authorized and agreed by the relevant
authority of each relevant concerned jurisdiction.

Consideration should be given to whether the risks attached to an investment in the Sub-Funds are suitable for prospective investors who should ensure that they fully understand the contents of this
document. A professional advisor should be consulted to determine whether an investment in the Sub-Funds is suitable.
The value of, and any income from, an investment in the Fund can decrease as well as increase. The Fund does not have any guaranteed performance. Further, past performance is not a guarantee or a
reliable indicator for current or future performance and returns. The performance data presented herein do not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units if
any. This document does not constitute an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell in any country where it might be considered as unlawful, nor does it constitute public advertising or investment advice.
Data, opinions and estimates may be changed without notice. Investment Views shown are valid as at the date stated and are presented to illustrate the team process. They do not necessarily represent
the current or future views of the Amundi team and are not a forecast of actual events. Nor should the be construed as investment advice. Amundi’s views are subject to change.

Any projections, valuations and statistical analyses herein are provided to assist the recipient in the evaluation of the matters described herein. Such projections, valuations and analyses may be based on
subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different results. Accordingly, such projections, valuations and statistical analyses should not be
viewed as facts and should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future events.

This material is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation, a solicitation, an offer, an advice or an invitation to purchase or sell any fund, SICAV, sub-fund, (“the
Funds”) described herein and should in no case be interpreted as such. This material, which is not a contract, is based on sources that Amundi considers to be reliable Amundi accepts no liability
whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the use of information contained in this material. Amundi can in no way be held responsible for any decision or investment made on the basis of
information contained in this material.

The information contained in this document is disclosed to you on a confidential basis and shall not be copied, reproduced, modified, translated or distributed without the prior written approval of Amundi,
to any third person or entity in any country or jurisdiction which would subject Amundi or any of “the Funds”, to any registration requirements within these jurisdictions or where it might be considered as
unlawful. Accordingly, this material is for distribution solely in jurisdictions where permitted and to persons who may receive it without breaching applicable legal or regulatory requirements.

All investors should seek the advice of their legal and/or tax counsel or their financial advisor prior to any investment decision in order to determine its suitability.

The information contained in this document is deemed accurate as at January 2016.


